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DAME JULIA opened her presentation by showing photographs of floods in the Somerset Levels and at Carlisle to illustrate how disrupting and damaging flood events can be. The Met Office is working hard to improve forecasting, preparedness and the quality of the response after a flood event.

The intense, localised rainfall observed in December 2015 was a surprise. The inter-annual variability of rainfall over Cumbria has always been high masking any long-term trend caused by climate change. Inter-annual variability will be the dominant factor over the next decades.

There are many variables that drive the atmospheric and ocean system. The 2015 storm that hit Cumbria was created by a blocking flow which kept part of the jet stream stationary, flowing over England – a moist air flow that delivered thousands of tonnes of water to the Cumbrian hills. To forecast such events requires a model that incorporate correlations of the weather over the UK with other parts of the globe such as the North Atlantic Oscillation or the Arctic sea ice extent. We do know that there is an expanding envelope of hazard, with warmer, wetter winters and hotter, drier summers.

Because there are many paths the world’s weather can take, observations are only one plausible realization. Model simulations are used to forecast the inter-annual variability to generate an ensemble of outcomes for the climate which can be compared to observations over a run of years. Such simulations must sample the same boundary and starting conditions as the real world, yet be able to evolve to different regional and climate regimes. 1,400 simulation runs representative of the period 1980 to 2015 are used to examine the tail behaviour of the system. The Environment Agency uses this...
output and other inputs to test the effects of such climatic events, their relationship to river flows, and the means for doing so. The agency now holds 40 km of temporary barriers ready to respond to flood events. Utility companies are procuring their own temporary barriers too.

An integrated approach to flood modelling, combining global and local weather forecasts, hydrological and impact modelling, and response strategies, including engineering defences and land and water management is required.

DR WILSON agreed with Dame Julia about the impact of the December 2015 storms. There was a national 24 hour rainfall record for Honister Pass, a national 48 hour record for Thirlmere, the wettest month on record and the largest ever recorded flows on English rivers. The stress testing of flood models in Carlisle, Oxford, Exeter, Mytholmroyd, Great Yarmouth, and the Lower Thames showed that the Extreme Flood Outline coincided closely with simulations involving 20% or 30% more rainfall. This work informed an assessment of local infrastructure resilience to see where temporary barriers may be used to increase protection.

A flood event can mean that not only is an area physically isolated but also cause it to be without power or communication, adding to the disruption caused. It is important to protect crucial points in the local infrastructure which, if affected, may impact on many services. The Agency now holds 40 km of temporary barriers ready to respond to flood events. Utility companies are procuring their own temporary barriers too.

Many river gauges in northern England showed that in December, 2015 rivers had the highest river level ever recorded. However, few river gauges have records which go back further than the 1960s, so we do not have earlier records of flood levels. The Agency is seeking photographs, newspaper reports and other accounts of floods to provide evidence of how far flood water in pre-1960s extreme events went. This will enable us to put recent flood events in the wider historical context and improve designs for protecting infrastructure.

It is clear that more needs to be done to improve property level resilience and the Property Flood Resilience Action Plan recently published by Defra is very welcome. The Action Plan recommends that Building Regulations need to be strengthened, certification procedures for resilience measures established and, above all, improved dialogue with the public about flood risks and how to mitigate them.

SIMON WARSOP agreed with Dr Wilson and Dame Julia. Floods will happen, and extreme weather conditions are likely to become more frequent. Three elements need to be put in place to deal with this - first information on flood risk which is understandable to individuals as well as experts; second, a response by communities so that they act together and people help each other; and third, a long term strategy for pre-flood planning as outlined by Dame Julia.

Although flood modelling is improving, models may not always incorporate local circumstances such as the flooding caused by a blocked culvert at Kendal last year.

New technology can be used to identify blocked drains such as surveillance by drones, but local observations is still vital.

Most people do not cope well with a risk estimate expressed as 1 in 25 and whether it is better or worse than a 1 in 100 risk. Nor do many people accept that they do not need to be next to a watercourse to be flooded. This means that householders do not build in resilience to flooding in their homes, although there is strong evidence simple modifications can work to keep water out and enable a speedy clean up if water does enter a property. But support for preparations for a possible flood could be more effective. There are grants available, but they take some time to come through. Some are available only after flooding has taken place. Examples were given of resilience measures being rejected, and warnings ignored. More needed to be done to make installation of resilience measures more attractive to the homeowner.

Flood Re, the state funded insurance scheme for homes susceptible to flooding, is still too limited. It does not cover commercial property, and is limited to providing cover for houses built before 2008. Insurance covers damage to property but does little to help with the emotional impact that flooding has on householders. There need to be community focused and infrastructure defences to work alongside individual efforts. Future planning for flood risk starts with an understanding of the whole river catchment and forecasting river flows. Buildings should only be built where flood risks are low and can be mitigated. Planners should be stricter on allowing modifications to dwellings such as tarmacadam ed drives, which increase surface water run-off.

PROFESSOR CHARLES GODFRAY opened the discussion. Social scientists could help in formulating strategies and tactics for communicating
flood risk. There are many publics, some very knowledgeable, some obtuse. Communications should be in terms individuals understand – not talking about a 1 in 25 risk - but how floods affect a householder and how likely is a flood event. Words matter – we should think hard before using words such as ‘unprecedented’, ‘disastrous’ etc. We must promote behavioural change. There may be lessons to be learned from the techniques used by marketing companies.

PROFESSOR BAS JONKMAN explained the position in the Netherlands - 60% of the country was flood prone, with 70% of the population living in the flood prone regions. So flood resilience is a national priority – 900 million euros are committed every year to improving flood defences. National and local institutions were involved in implementing a long-term strategy. We need to ensure cost effectiveness and we are updating our safety standards, in accordance with various scenarios, with new design requirements for temporary and permanent defences set to respond to a 1 in 10,000 return period event.

In the following discussion, participants were concerned that the aim of considering integrated catchment areas did not take full account of local amenities and concerns. For example, afforestation on the fells, to replace sheep farming would reduce peak flows, but would not be ecologically acceptable. But eco-management could be beneficial to peak river flows. Defra's 25 year management plan would be looking at long term land management issues. Flooding was not the only issue to be considered in land management. There was always the possibility of other climatic events such as drought, or, indeed market changes which rendered some land use uneconomic. With a fully integrated catchment system, climate simulations can be used to explore the effect of different land management systems.

Decision makers who make investment decisions need science based advice to decide what defences - both permanent and temporary - should be procured at the right time in the right place in order to cope with variability, the changing layout of homes and commercial properties and increasing population.

Each flood event gives us new lessons to absorb; we need research on catchment levels, on the interaction of ecological and economic issues, and the link between rainfall and river levels. We need to understand more about infrastructure liabilities - how the damage to one form of infrastructure can affect other utilities. We also need to be more proactive in using technology, such as CCTV, to identify critical flow restrictions in flooded areas.

Communication of risk to the public was seen by participants as being vital but also very difficult. The way risk was communicated in other areas - such as road management - could be explored. Communication to an individual is likely to be effective only if he or she can link the threat to something personal - such as the length of his or her mortgage.

People often want only to be told what to do, not to make a risk judgement. But a message of what to do is often too late or ignored for other reasons. Real time modelling theoretically would help, but that depends on detailed information which is not always available, and it is difficult to get messages through when in the middle of a flood. IT and mobile phone companies are researching new methods for communicating key information to responders and the general public. Much can be done through community networks, but there is always the question “how can I be sure I am absolutely safe” is often evaded. Local authorities should take more action but both councillors and officials are sometimes ignorant of flood risk or do not want, for political reasons, to highlight this risk.

We need more research on how institutions can work together. We should, for example, think carefully how we are to present the Property Resilience Action Plan to the public. It must, to have effect, be translated into layman’s language open to a wide diversity of readers, but be clear on risk and cost. Who is to do this? In the Netherlands it is the Water Boards - but do we have in the UK an organization with the same reach and authority? After the 2010 Act the County Council and other authorities in Somerset did set up arrangements with a clear definition of respective responsibilities which is effective. But it is not clear nationally where responsibilities lie and whose job it is to do all the various tasks when a flood happens. Everyone in the property business should be required to explain to house buyers the risk posed by flood events - estate agents often down played such risks.

Although the Environment Agency often objected to building on flood plains, it was difficult for planning authorities to refuse permission given the shortage of housing.

It was suggested that references to ‘risk’ was not the good word – a better word could be ‘chance’.

Participants welcomed the Review as it brought together scientists and environmentalists and recognized the need for integrated management and research and investment. But we still need to decide how much the government is willing to invest to limit the damage of flooding. The National Risk Register for Civil Emergencies1 highlights flooding as a significant threat for the United Kingdom. Costs must be set against the damage that floods cause - damage not only to property but also to public health and well-being. Benefits should include other ecological benefits through reducing flooding, such as reduced soil erosion and protecting the environment. The Report recommended higher standards for infrastructure protection, but it is not

---

clear how long it will take for these to be in force and whether there will be adequate funding.

The principal points from the discussion were:

1. The importance of communication; and the need to make clear the danger of a flood event to individuals in a way they can buy into.

2. An individual must play a part in protecting herself or himself. This required significant community and institutional support.

3. Flood protection is expensive. Funding needs to be well directed. The ecological benefits go wider than mere flood protection and such benefits should be incorporated into cost/benefit analyses.

4. It should be much clearer which departments, agencies, regional or local or other authorities have responsibility for preparing for possible flood events and, if they do happen, managing support to householders and business owners and others in response to a flood event.

Sir Geoffrey Chipperfield KCB
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KATHARINE HAMMOND opened by summarising the recommendations of the National Flood Resilience Review (NFRR) which had been set up as a result of the significant impact of the storms in December 2015.

After the enormous damage caused by the floods in 2007, significant progress has been made in preparing for future severe flood events: a joint Met Office/Environment Agency Flood Forecasting Centre had been set up, responsibilities within government clarified and other measures taken to embed best practice on recovery from flooding. But the NFRR undertaken by nine Government Departments, the Met Office, Chief Scientific Adviser and Environment Agency aimed to establish why these ‘rare’ events appeared to be happening with greater frequency; whether we need to do more to protect infrastructure; whether more temporary protection is needed; how to cope with the revised scenarios of heavy rainfall events (and not talk about them happening once in 100 years); and developing standards which will inform resilience in line with events.

The key findings from the review were that we should be careful to be clear when discussing flood risk whether we were focussed on a national or a catchment level risk (as the national risk will be much higher), and that integrating Met Office and Environment Agency flood modelling suggests that a reasonable worst case for planning purposes is the ‘Extreme Flood Outline’ published by the Environment Agency. The telecommunications and water industries have voluntarily agreed to review their infrastructure’s resilience against a flood that reaches the Extreme Flood Outline and to make temporary improvements by Christmas 2016 and more permanent improvements in the longer term. As a result of the Review, the Environment Agency is also investing in an additional 32 km of temporary flood barriers to be able to respond more flexibly to flood events across the country.

---

2 The National Flood Resilience Review, Cabinet Office

PROFESSOR BAS JONKMAN explained the position in the Netherlands, where flood protection was a national priority, as 70% of the population lived within flood prone areas. Annual costs of 900 million Euros were shared 50/50 between national and local governments. There were 3,800 km of flooding defences, but 30% were not up to standard. A Risk based approach was used to prioritise resources based on economic and life-saving consequences; with a 1 in 10,000 risk to a defence in any one year from a flood event. Standards were recast to achieve this. Risk reduction interventions involved reinforcement of defences; system studies of rivers, and innovations to build defences with nature. There was now a good understanding of roles and responsibilities, continual funding, sophisticated risk assessment leading to better investment and the use of both permanent and temporary defences.

Also in September Defra has published the Property Flood Resilience Action Plan which had concluded that there should be a revision of the Building Regulations, flood protection measures, flood relief and revision of insurance policy wordings. Government and the insurance industry need to agree whether an insurance policy exists to restore a property or the insurance claim can be used to incorporate resilience to future flooding events (the problem of betterment); the need for a one stop shop so people knew where to go for advice; and the need for individuals, communities and authorities to work together.

The following points were raised in discussion:

1. In Cumbria, politicians wanted better weather warnings and more accurate forecasting.

2. The Research Councils and the Environment Agency are working with the Met Office to improve forecasting and analyse the effect of climate change; but this is a five year research programme.

3. Steady investment year on year is essential. Investment should not depend on warnings of possible disasters but follow a consistent strategy based on risk assessments.

4. There were concerns about the methodology underlying estimates of probability. We must go beyond probability to deal with the havoc of storms, as companies do when considering catastrophic reputational claims. But the Government is not a private company; it is spending taxpayers money. The National Flood Resilience Review did work on the basis of probability. But relative probability based on observation may not be adequate as the number of years in the observation time series is only from the 1960s.

5. It is not just immediate rainfall that causes flooding; if the ground is saturated river flow will increase. This was key factor in the floods in Cumbria. Heavy rain fell over many days saturating the soil and increasing run-off.

6. Are we looking at the probability of aggregate events or the size of a single loss? Although there is no evidence that flooding is getting worse, losses are increasing as population increases and property values rise.

7. The National Flood Resilience Review considered the likelihood of changes in the current climate. Inter-annual variability will mask possible climate change impacts over the next decades.

8. Was sufficient work being done on innovative designs for temporary protection? Such work was going on, and it was important to know when deployment of temporary defences is more cost effective than permanent protection.

Considerable research into innovative temporary defences was taking place in the Netherlands. It was not only their reliability that was important, but also that they were effective in cost/benefit terms.

9. Cost benefit analysis was challenging. The cost of defences could be estimated but not necessarily the benefits - which could be much wider in ecological terms than damage from a flood event. What is the benefit of saving a house in a flooded area, when it would be possible to evacuate the area? Can you count having a better life when the threat of flood is removed as a benefit?

10. Better communication is essential. People don't understand risk or flood warnings. It is vital to involve communities in explaining what they mean.

11. Has sufficient thought been given to land management? This ranged from local incidents, such as a train crash caused by a landslip generated by water moving from fields into an embankment, to turning areas of farmland into wet land. Management is important but detailed supervision must be avoided.

12. Would the flood resilience measures be effective if there were other "perturbations" which might affect property? This would affect the cost/benefit ratio.

13. When an area is flooded, services don't matter, as people must be evacuated, but the question is, where to? Many people would prefer to stay in a flooded home than move.

14. More thought needs to be given to flooding from storm surges combined with high tides. Coastal flooding can be widespread affecting large numbers of people. Flooding of ports could lead to challenging supply problems.

15. The Environment Agency gives priority to saving lives and protecting domestic property. The challenge is how to prioritise the available
investment funds.

16. There are many organisations both public and private who have an interest in flooding for example local authorities; water boards, utility companies, and the devolved administrations. We need to be clear what their responsibilities are, for a wide range of flood scenarios.

17. The Department of Transport is evaluating the threat to 1,400 bridges that are vulnerable to flood damage which are important to prevent communities being isolated, but also bridges whose loss could cause interruption to power distribution or interference with key communication cables.

In summing up PROFESSOR JONKMAN said (a) there must be a balance between what the state can do, and what a community or private person must do to protect her of himself; (b) a risk model is the key to prioritisation but it is important to understand correlations; (c) it must be clear who takes the lead in pre-flood planning, and post-flood recovery; and coastal surges needed to be considered in relation to critical infrastructure and economic effects.

KATHARINE HAMMOND said this complex subject needed further work. We need to be clear about how we assess probabilities and convey them to the public. It is important that the public appreciate the risk and know what to do.

Sir Geoffrey Chipperfield KCB
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